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1 Introduction

This report highlights a series of joint theoretical and experimental collaborations
which started over ten years ago in Taiwan. The recent topic program Synchrotron
Radiation and Multiply-excited Atoms, sponsored by the National Center for The-
oretical Sciences (NCTS) at Tsinghua University in Hsinchu and organized by K.
T. Chung and C. S. Hsu, o®ers an excellent opportunity for many of us to work
together at times from July to December of 1998 on some of the projects that have
been of interests to us during the past decade. The experimental e®orts presented
in this report involve the VUV projects carried out at the Synchrotron Radiation
Research Center (SRRC) in Hsinchu by Tai-sone Yih and his research group at
the National Central University (NCU) in Chungli and the untra-high resolution
laser measurements led by Andy Kung at the Institute of Atomic and Molecular
Sciences (IAMS), Academia Sinica. The theoretical e®orts include works using the
B-spline-based con¯guration interaction (BSCI) and multichannel K-matirx (BSK)
approaches by Tu-nan Chang and his theory group at the University of Southern
California and the complex-rotation method by Yew Kam Eugene Ho at IAMS.
Many of the theoretical results presented in this report are the works of Te-Kuei
Fang at IAMS in collaboration with Chang and Ho. We will limit our discussion
in this report to the atomic processes dominated by the doubly-excited states. The
atomic process involving triply excited states will be reported in a companion paper
Multiply Excited States in Lithium in this volume by J. C. Chang and K. T. Chung.

In 1986, Chang and his co-workers started a series of theoretical calculations on
atomic transitions involving two-electron and divalent (e.g., alkaline-earth) atoms
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[1, 2] in an attempt to understand in detail the atomic processes which manifest the
strong multi-electron interactions. For example, at an energy immediately above the
¯rst ionization threshold, the spectra of an alkaline-earth atom are dominated by the
strongly energy-dependent doubly-excited autoionization states. The photoabsorp-
tion/photoionization spectra of these divalent systems are characterized typically by
two types of asymmetric autoionization series, one broad and one narrow in width,
caused by the simultaneous change of electronic orbitals of two outer electrons in a
double-excitation process [3, 4].

Shortly after the initial work by Chang and Kim [1], Yih initiated an exper-
imental VUV photoabsorption program to measure the absolute cross section of
metal vapors at NCU. Unlike the permanent gas which stays in gas phase at room
temperature, metal vapors are far more reactive and need to be heated to a fairly
high temperature for a su±cient vapor density in a photoabsorption experiment. A
reliable absolute cross section measurement for metal vapor relies critically on an
accurate determination of the column density along the interaction path. A conven-
tional laboratory VUV light source was ¯rst employed in Yih's earlier experiments
[5]. The use of more intense synchrotron radiation light source at SRRC and the
steadily improved instrumentation under a more controlled environment by Yih and
his co-workers have successfully reduced the experimental uncertainty over a fac-
tor of two during the past decade [6]. The continuous interplay between theory
and experiment has provided the necessary impetus for more activities and further
re¯nements.

Whereas the VUV light source from the synchrotron radiation, with its extended
spectral region, works extremely well in the study of resonance structure which has a
width as small as a few meV , it does not have the necessary energy resolution to ob-
serve some of the ultra-narrow resonances predicated by the theoretical calculation.
One of such examples is the ultra-narrow doubly excited 3pºg 1F autoionization
series which interferes strongly with an overlapping broad 3pºd 1F series, proposed
by Fang et al [7], in the calculated photoionization spectra of Mg-like Al+ from
the bound excited 3sºid

1D states. At a post seminar discussion following a talk
presented by Chang a few years ago at IAMS, Kung proposed that a multistep
multicolor lasers experiment, with an energy resolution about two to three orders
of magnitude better than the best in synchrotron radiation, be set up at IAMS to
investigate such ultra-narrow 3pºg 1F resonances in Mg. A joint experimental e®ort
between Kung's group at IAMS and Yih's group at NCU proves to be a great suc-
cess when these resonances were clearly observed last year for the ¯rst time [8]. In
Sec. 2, the most recent progress on the study of these ultra-narrow doubly-excited
3pºg 1F resonances is presented.

On the theory side, the BSCI approach for a single continuum [2, 9] has been
extended successfully by Fang and Chang to multiple continua with a B-spline-based
multichannel K-matrix approach (BSK) [10]. Its application to Mg doubly-excited
spectra above the second ionization threshold has led to a more de¯nitive physical
interpretation for a few very interesting resonance features which were observed
recently by Yih's group [11]. In Sec. 3, we present a summary of what we have
learned from this joint experimental and theoretical project.
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In addition to the theoretical development of the BSK approach, the BSCI ap-
proach has also been incorporated recently into the well established complex-rotation
method by Fang and Ho at IAMS. Of particular interest is its application to the
photoionization of two-electron atom in the presence of an external dc electric ¯eld
[12]. The result of a study on the ¯eld e®ect to photoionization by Fang and Ho
is presented in Sec. 4. It is hoped that, similar to the earlier theoretical BSCI
calculations, the theoretical work on photoionization in external ¯eld may stimulate
the experimental work in the near future.

2 Ultra-narrow Doubly-excited Resonances in Alkaline-earth Atoms

For many years, Chang and his co-workers have performed extensive BSCI cal-
culations to quantify the photoionization of Mg and Mg-like ions from their bound
excited states. These calculations are a part of a concerted e®ort to provide precise
physical interpretation of multielectron interaction in many-electron systems. One
of the most interesting physical features suggested by these studies is the interfer-
ence between the overlapping 3pºd 1F and the 3pºg 1F autoionization series [7, 13].
Calculations show that the strong 3sºid

1D to 3pºd 1F transition is dominated by
the shakeup of the outer ºid electron following a bound-bound 3s to 3p excitation.
The calculations also show the presence of extremely narrow 3pºg 1F resonances
located on top of the broad 3pºd 1F resonances. The characteristics of the 3sºid

1D
to 3pºg 1F resonances result primarily from the energy variation of the bound com-
ponent of the ¯nal state wave function in the vicinity of the 3pºg 1F resonance and
are not dominated by contribution of the transition from the initial bound state to
the continuum component of the ¯nal state wave function.

In this section, we report the progress of a multistep multicolor laser study of
doubly-excited resonances in alkaline-earth atoms, aimed at providing a quantita-
tive comparison of experiments and theoretical calculations as exempli¯ed by the
3sºid

1D to the 3pºl 1F autoionization spectra in Mg.

2.1 Experiment

The experimental approach follows that initially employed by Cooke et al. in
what they described as an isolated-core excitation scheme [14, 15]. As shown
schematically in Fig. 1, population in the 3sºid

1D states is prepared by sequential
excitation of an e®usive beam of atomic Mg. A single-longitudinal-mode laser tuned
to the 3s2 1S to 3s3p 1P resonance excites the atom from its ground state to the
3s3p 1P state. After a short time delay, pulses from a second laser transfers a por-
tion of this population from the 3s3p 1P state to a 3sºid

1D state. A third laser then
is used to photoionize the atom from the 1D state. The laser is scanned to probe
for autoionization resonances resulting from the 3sºid

1D to 3pºg 1F transitions. A
time-of-°ight mass spectrometer is used to detect the Mg ions. The laser wavelength
is calibrated using the laser's built-in wavemeter and an external CW wavemeter
to an accuaracy of 0.01 cm¡1. The energies of the intermediate levels of Mg are
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obtained from published data and are accurate to 0.01 cm¡1 [16]. Experiments are
performed for ºi = 3 to 6 and º = 5 to 7. A total of 5 resonances are observed and
their lineshapes and widths are measured.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram for the multistep three-color experiment.

Figure 2. High-resolution resonance-enhanced 1+1 photoionization spectrum
of the 3s3p 1P state in the vicinity of the 3s8d 1D intermediate
state.
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2.2 Results and Discussion

Preliminary results of the investigation are presented. The ¯rst step is to de-
termine the spectral resolution of the entire set-up. Population in the 3s3p 1P
level is ionized by resonance-enhanced 1+1 ionization via the 3s8d 1D state. Fig. 2
shows the ion signal recorded as the probe laser is scanned. The signal is ¯tted
to a Lorentzian pro¯le to give a spectral full-width-half-maximum of 70 MHz [17].
Since the lifetime of the 3s8d 1D state is about 50 nsec., which corresponds to a
Fourier-transformed frequency width of 3.2 MHz, this width is a measurement of the
instrumental resolution. This value can be extrapolated for the laser wavelengths
used in the autoionization measurements to give a resolution of 84.5 MHz for those
measurements.

Figure 3. Mg 3s4d 1D to 3p5g 1F spectrum. The dotted BSCI theoretical
result is convoluted with an instrument resolution of 84.5 MHz. The
peak height and energy position of the resonance from theory and
experiment are matched.

Fig. 3 is a representative spectrum of the autoionization process. The resonance
is that of the 3s4d 1D to 3p5g 1F transition. The position of the peak of the
line is determined from the wavelength of the laser and the known position of the
lower level of the transition. The width of the transition is determined by ¯tting the
measured lineshape to a Lorentzian lineshape. Assumption of a Lorentzian lineshape
is reasonable since the observed spectral lines have a high degree of symmetry in all
cases. Also displayed in Fig. 3 is the result of a BSCI calculation of the ionization
cross section from the 3s4d 1D state in the same region of the spectrum. To obtain a
comparison of the lineshapes, the peak cross-section is matched to the position and
the height of the peak ion signal. The calculated results have also been convoluted
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with the instrument resolution. Altogether ¯ve resonances have been observed. The
measured transition energies and the transition energies obtained from the BSCI
calculations are shown in Table 1. In comparison, the experimental results are
generally to the red side of the calculated values. However, the di®erence between
the experimental values and the calculations is small, of the order of 100 cm¡1 to
150 cm¡1, and is only about 0.2% of the total energy of the observed energy level.
The measured linewidths of the 5g and 6g levels are approximately 250 MHz and
350 MHz respectively, and are in agreement with the calculations (212 MHz and 316
MHz, respectively) to within the experimental uncertainty of 50 MHz. For the 7g
level, the measured value is larger by about 30% than the calculated value. These
linewidths indicate a total lifetime of about 0.5 nsec for the 3pºg 1F levels. This is
quite long for a level that is 4 eV above the ionization continuum. The lifetime of
the 3pºg 1F to the 3sºg 1G radiative transitions are expected to be similar to the
3s3p 1P to 3s2 1S decay (i.e., about 1.2 nsec.) Hence °uorescence emission from the
3pºg 1F levels to the 3sºg 1G levels is not negligible and the ionization yield from
the 1F will not be close to 100%.

Table 1. The 3sºid
1D to 3pºg 1F transition energies (in cm¡1).

Initial state Final state

ºi º = 5 º = 6 º = 7

measured theory measured theory measured theory

3 46508.5 46660.1 47870.7 47983.7 48687.9 48783.4
4 39777.0 39928.5 41139.1 41252.1 41956.3 42051.9
5 36603.2 36754.8 37965.3 38078.4 38782.6 38878.1
6 34888.3 35039.9 36250.5 36363.5 37067.7 37163.3

Instead of matching the peak height of the measured ionization signal to the
calculated 3p5g 1F resonance peak, in Fig. 4, the ionization signal is plotted with the
baseline (or background ionization signal) matched to the calculated cross-section
value at 1.5 GHz away from the peak frequency. It becomes apparent that there is a
large di®erence in the relative maximum measured signal and the relative calculated
peak ionization cross-section. In the experiment, the observed ion signal is the total
ion signal produced by the probe laser beam. The photon energy of the probe
laser is su±cient to ionize the Mg atom from any of its excited states. Some states
can be populated due to decay of the initial 3s4d 1D state. For the present case,
the states that are energetically allowed are the 3s3p 1P and the 3s4s 1S states.
Since ionization from these states must be to the continuum, the cross-section is
small compared to the process being studied. The estimated contribution of this
continuum ionization to the total signal is less than 10%. Another possibility is the
existence of a strong nearby resonance. The BSCI calculations have been performed
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for all possible cases and it shows that the tail absorption/ionization from nearby
resonances is negligible. Hence this anomaly is not resolved at this time and suggests
further study is required. Experiments and calculations are planned to try to resolve
this discrepancy.

Figure 4. Same spectrum shown in Fig. 3 except that the experiment ion
signals are matched with the theorey at the baseline.

In summary, it is signi¯cant that the dominant evidence from the present study
is that experiment and theory agree to a large extent. It supports the physical
interpretation suggested by the BSCI theory leading to the autoionization of the
doubly-excited 3pºd 1F and 3pºg 1F resonances. The multistep multicolor laser
experiment, with its ultrahigh energy resolution, o®ers a powerful alternative in the
VUU region to study the ultra-narrow resonances which are unresolved even with
the most advanced synchrotron radiation light source.

3 Absolute Photoabsorption Cross Sections from Mg Ground State

In this section, we present the results of a joint experimental and theoretical
study on the absolute photoabsorption cross sections from the ground state of Mg.
We will focus our discussion on a few selected features associated with the doubly-
excited resonances with a resonance width substantially broader than the narrow
resonances discussed in previsous section. The physical interpretations of spectral
pro¯les presented in this section, supported by a close agreement between theory
and experiment, are derived from a detailed theoretical analysis based on the BSK
calculation outlined elsewhere [10, 11].
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3.1 Experiment

The synchrotron radiation source at SRRC in Hsinchu, Taiwan is employed as
the continuum background. The instrumental set-up is similar to the one described
in [6]. Depending upon the spectral region, the transmitted light was detected either
by a channeltron or a solar blind photomultiplier tube. The spectral bandwidth of
the monochromator was set to 0:08 nm in a typical experimental run. The tem-
perature pro¯le along the heatpipe furnance is monitored using 25 pairs of k-type
thermocouples. This temperature pro¯le is used later to determine more precisely
the column density in the heatpipe. A windowless heatpipe furnace is used in a spec-
tral region with wavelengths shorter than 110 nm. For the present measurement,
the LiF windows shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. [6] are replaced by di®erential pumping
systems which keep the heatpipe gas-locked and the monochromator along the syn-
chrotron beam line under an optimal vacuum. Vacuum gauge data read from several
positions along the system prove that it works as if it has a bu®er gas window.

For the Mg spectra, at a wavelength longer than 104 nm, our estimated total
uncertainty is about 13%. This is accomplished by measuring simultaneously the
temperature pro¯le and the total pressure in the heatpipe furnace, which, in turn,
are used to derive the column density according to the ideal gas relation. In contrast,
the estimated error for spectra in other earlier measurements is typically about 30%
due to the uncertainty introduced from the quoted metal vapor density data.

3.2 Results and Discussion

The photoabsorption cross-section ¾(¸) is determined according to the Beer-
Lambert law,

I(¸) = Io(¸) exp(¡¾(¸)nL): (1)

where I(¸) is the transmitted intensity, Io is the incident intensity, n is the num-
ber density, and L is the e®ective interaction length. In the present experiment,
the absolute photoabsorption cross section ¾(¸) is evaluated by replacing nL withP

25

i=1
niLi in Eq. (1) to reduce the uncertainty introduced by the use of an estimated

e®ective length. The cross section ¾ is determined from the slope in the region where
ln(Io=I) varies linearly against nL.

The observed absolute cross sections from the ¯rst ionization threshold up to
about 105 nm agree very well with the theoretical results from the BSCI calculations
by Chang and his co-workers [2, 18, 19], the L2 calculation by Moccia and Spizzo
[4], and the RRPA calculation by Radojevic and Johnson [20]. Fig. 5 compares in
detail the measured absolute photoabsorption cross section of Mg in the spectral
range from 106 nm to 115 nm with the recent BSCI result by Fang and Chang [19].
The theoretical results are not convoluted and, consequently, the peak cross sections
of the narrow 3pºd 1P resonances are substantially greater than the observed peak
cross sections. At lower energy, the experimental result agrees qualitatively with
the earlier CI calculation by Bates and Altick and the MCHF (multi-con¯guration
Hartree-Fock approximation) result by Fisher and Saha [4]. Our observed resonance
energies also agree well with the values derived from the absorption spectra obtained
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by Baig and Connerade [21] and the photoionization spectra by Fiedler et al [3]. The
present spectra have shown a lot more details than the photoionization experiment
by Preses et al [3] above the 3p4s resonance. It should be noted that the spin-
dependent interactions are not included in the BSCI calculation and, as a result,
the 3P resonances that are resolved experimentally on the lower energy side of the
3pºs 1P resonance are not reproduced theoretically.

Figure 5. Comparison between measured absolute photoabsorption cross sec-
tions and theoretical BSCI results.

Fig. 6 compares the measured photoabsorption cross sections between 75 nm to
90 nm from the ground state of Mg with the theoretical photoionization result from
a B-spline-based multichannel K-matrix (BSK) approach by Fang and Chang [10].
The overall agreement in terms of the resonance energy and the spectral pro¯le
is again excellent. The only disagreement between theory and experiment is an
approximate 0.1 Mb di®erence in the absolute cross section over the entire spectral
region. All three doubly-excited autoionization series, i.e., 4snp, 3dnp and 3dnf 1P
shown schematically in Fig. 7, are clearly identi¯ed from the BSK calculation. The
theoretical results are consistent with an earlier L2-based CI calculation by Mengali
and Moccia [22]. It also agrees qualitatively with the result of a close-coupling
calculation by Butler et al. [23]. The observed resonance energies agree with the
data derived from the photoabsorption spectrum of Baig and Conerade [21] up to
about 77 nm before they lost the details due to a strongly absorbing continuum in
the background.
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Figure 6. Comparison between measured absolute photoabsorption cross sec-
tions and theoretical BSK results between 75 nm and 90 nm.

Figure 7. Energy diagram for one photon photoabsorption from the ground
state of Mg to the doubly excited 1P resonances. The vertical
dotted lines represent the continua above their respective ionization
thresholds.
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One of the more interesting features of the spectrum shown in Fig. 6 is the
hidden 3p4d 1P resonance near 83:5 nm. Its presence, though hidden both in theo-
retical and experimental total cross section spectra, is seen clearly in the theoretical
partial cross section spectra, at least in two of the ionization channels (i.e., 3p²s
and 3p²d 1P ) shown in Fig. 8. In addition, our calculation shows clearly that the
3p4d 1P resonance can be seen unambiguously even in the total ionization spec-
trum, if the photoionization is originated from the bound excited 3sns 1S state [11].
Another interesting feature we have observed in this study is the nearly degenerate
overlap between a broad 3d5f and a narrow 4s8p resonances close to 77:6 nm. In
fact, a deatiled analysis based on the theoretical result has shown that the narrow
4s8p state is located near the center of the broad 3d5f resonance, leading to an
appearance of a single resonance. More detailed discussions are presented elsewhere
[11].

Figure 8. Partial cross sections above Mg 3p threshold.
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4 Photoionization in the Presence of External Electric Field

In this section, we present the results of a theoretical investigation of the electric-
¯eld e®ects on the doubly-excited resonant structures in He ground state photoion-
ization using the complex-rotation method with a BSCI basis [12, 24]. Angular
momentum states up to Lmax = 3 for the ¯nal continuum are coupled together by
the external electric ¯eld. The variations of the structure pro¯les for the ML = 0
components of He (2; 2a) and (2; 6a) 1P o and 1De resonances for selected dc-electric
¯eld strengths are examined. Hopefully, our theoretical ¯ndings will stimulate ex-
perimental activities in the near future similar to what were reported in Sec. 2 and
3.

4.1 Theory

The complex-rotation method using a BSCI basis employed in this work is pre-
sented in detail elsewhere [12]. The photoionization cross section ¾ (E) can be
parametrized and separated into a non-resonant and a resonant part as [25, 26]

¾ (E) = ¾0(E) +
X
º

¾º(E) (2)

where ¾0(E) is the non-resonant background cross section and ¾º(E) is a modi¯ed
Fano pro¯le function [27, 28]

¾º(E) = ¾ºb

"
(qº + "º)

2

(1 + "2
º
)

¡ 1

#
(3)

for the ºth resonance at a resonant energy Eº with a width ¡º. The reduced energy
"º is given by "º = (E ¡ Eº)=

1

2
¡º . The pro¯le parameter qº is calculated from the

ratio of the real and imaginary part of the complex dipole matrix element, Bº and

Cº , i.e., qº = ¡
Bº

Cº

and ¾º
b
= 8¼® g(E)C

2
º

¡º
, where g(E) = ¢E and ¢E¡1 in the length

and velocity approximations, respectively. When qº, ¡º, and ¾º
b
are approximately

independent of E over a su±ciently large energy region [27], the resonant strength
Sº of the ºth resonance can be de¯ned as [27, 28]

Sº =
R
+1

¡1
dE ¾º(E)

= ¼

2
¾º
b
¡º (q

2

º
¡ 1);

(4)

i.e., Sº represents the area under the modi¯ed Fano pro¯le function ¾º of the ºth

resonance.

4.2 Calculations and Results

In the presence of an electric ¯eld, ML remains a good quantum number. For
a linearly polarized light with its direction of polarization parallel to the electric
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¯eld, the ML = 0 component of a resonant state could be excited from the 1Se

ground state. Angular momentum states with 1Se, 1P o, 1De; and 1F o are coupled
together to form a BSCI basis of 3680 con¯gurations by the external electric ¯eld
for the ML = 0 component. We ¯rst investigate the He (2; 6a) 1P o resonant state
and a nearby (2; 6a) 1De state. For the ¯eld-free case, the resonant energy and
width for the (2; 6a) 1P o state are Er = ¡0:514711 au and ¡ = 4:05 £ 10¡5 au, in
agreement with the close-coupling results of Er = ¡0:51472 au and ¡ = 3:8£ 10¡5

au [29]. They are also comparable to Er = ¡0:514732 au and ¡ = 3:67 £ 10¡5

au obtained in a BSCI calculation using an extended BSCI basis with a size over
7000 [26]. As for the (2; 6a) 1De state, the ¯eld-free resonant energy and width
are Er = ¡0:515409 au and ¡ = 6:94 £ 10¡5 au, respectively. Again, they are
comparable to the close-coupling results of Er = ¡0:515435 au and ¡ = 6:8£ 10¡5

au [29].

Figure 9. Electric-¯eld e®ects on He ground state photoionization at varying
¯eld strengths F . The solid lines represent the calculated cross
sections. The ¯tted results in open circles are obtained from the
parametrized ¾(E) de¯ned by Eq. (2).

In a rigorous theoretical approach, not only the ¯nal state, but also the initial 1Se

ground state should be obtained by including the external electric ¯eld to account
for the tunnelling e®ects. However, our calculations have shown that, with the
Stark mixing included, the ground state remains a nearly pure 1Se state for all the
electric ¯eld strengths under our investigation. A BSCI basis of 3860 con¯gurations,
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excluding the tunnelling e®ect, is used for the strongly correlated He 1Se ground
state in the present calculation. The agreement between the length and velocity
results is generally better than 5%. Only velocity results are shown in this report.

Figure 10. Variation of resonant strengths de¯ned by Eq. (4).

With the presence of external electric ¯eld, the calculated cross section ¾ (E) in
the energy region around the He (2; 6a) 1P o and (2; 6a) 1De resonances is parametrized
according to Eq. (2) and the sum over the resonance index º is limited to the (2; 6a)
1P o and (2; 6a) 1De states. Note that in the ¯eld-free case, the (2; 6a) 1De state
has no contribution to the summation of the parametrized ¾ (E) in Eq. (2). The
resonant energy Eº and width ¡º of a state º are obtained directly from the complex
eigenvalue Eº¡ i¡º=2 and the Fano q-parameter qº can be calculated from the ratio
between Bº and Cº . The weakly energy-dependent background cross sections ¾0(E)
and ¾º

b are determined by a linear and a constant ¯t, respectively. Fig. 9 presents
the electric ¯eld e®ects on the resonant structures for the He (2; 6a) 1P o and (2; 6a)
1De states. The solid lines are our calculated photoionization spectra. For a given
energy region, about 1000 data points are used to construct the solid curve. The
open circles are the parametrized ¾ (E) obtained by using Eq. (2). The agreement
between the parametrized ¾ (E) and the calculated one is nearly perfect. For ex-
ample, at the ¯eld strength F = 5£ 10¡5 au; the parameters for the parametrized
¾ (E) de¯ned by Eq. (2) are given as Er = ¡0:515896 au; ¡ = 1:02 £ 10¡5 au,
q = ¡1:98, and ¾b = 0:284 Mb for the (2; 6a) 1P o state, and Er = ¡0:516017 au;
¡ = 3:21 £ 10¡5 au, q = ¡2:87, and ¾b = 0:251 Mb for the (2; 6a) 1De state. The
background cross section ¾0(E) is ¯tted as ¾0(E) = 37:44 + 70:22E Mb, where E
is in au: In the absence of electric ¯eld, only the 1P o state can be accessed from
the He 1Se ground state by single-photon absorption. When the external electric
¯eld is turned on, the nearby 1De resonance is induced by the 1P o state due to the
Stark mixing of these two resonances. The magnitude of the 1De resonance ¯rst
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increases for increasing electric ¯eld strength, whereas the magnitude of the 1P o

resonance decreases. Eventually, the 1P o resonance is practically quenched at about
F = 6:25 £ 10¡5 au (» 321 kV=cm): As for the 1De state, its magnitude is ¯rst
increased for increasing ¯eld strength until F = 5 £ 10¡5 au approximately. After
that, the quenching e®ect is also applied to the 1De state when the ¯eld strength is
further increased. The ¯eld variations of the resonant strength S of the He (2; 6a)
1P o and 1De states are shown in Fig. 10. Spline ¯ts are used to connect the calcu-
lated data points. It can be seen that the 1De state attains the maximum resonant
strength near F = 5£ 10¡5 au:

Similar quadratic Stark e®ect between the 1P o and 1De states is also found in the
(2; 5a) pair [12], as well as in the (2; 3a) and (2; 4a) pairs [30]. While the linear Stark
e®ect is found in the He (2; 2a) 1P o and 1De pair as shown in Fig. 11, they tend
to repel each other for increasing ¯eld strength. The magnitude of the 1P o state
is found decreasing when the ¯eld strength increases. As for the nearby 1De state,
its magnitude increases as the ¯eld sterength increases. Eventually, its magnitude
diminishes as the ¯eld strength increases further.

Figure 11. Linear Stark e®ect due to electric-¯eld e®ects on He ground state
photoionization as the ¯eld strengths F varies from 0 to 0.01 au.
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5 Concluding Remarks

The joint projects presented in this report, with an extensive interpaly between
theory and experiment, have led to remarkable progress to the understanding of
the atomic processes dominated by double excitations. The opportunity to work
together at the topic program sponsored by the NCTS have bene¯ted all of us
tremendously. We have also demonstrated that individual e®ort contributed by
groups from di®erent research institutes, through a stong partnership, may achieve
collectively our research object far more e±ciently than otherwise.
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